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Research Session 1: Monday 4 September 2017, 11:00-12:30

101: EU-China/Asia Panel I: General Overview of the Relationship
Venue: Room 106
Chair: Prof Emil Kirchner
  Dr Tomasz Kaminski: 'Sub-national Dimension of the European Union Relations with China'
  Dr Valentin Katrandzhiev: 'Geopolitical Dimension of EU-China Relations'
  Dr Miguel Otero-Iglesias: 'Increased Chinese Investment in Europe: Blessing or Curse?'
  Prof Wei Shen (Anastas Vangeli): 'EU-China Relations in Times of Global Uncertainty'

103: The European Union as International Mediator - Theories, Policies, and Practice
Venue: Room 402
Chair Discussant: Prof Richard Whitman
  Dr Natalia Chaban (Ole Elgström & Michèle Knodt): 'Perceptions of the EU's Role in Ukraine and Israel/Palestine Conflict: A Biased Mediator?'
  Dr Toni Haastrup: 'Institutional Resistance to Gender: The Case of the EU's Mediation Architecture'
  Mr Vladimir Kmec: 'Beyond Peacebuilding: Exploring the Factors that Determine the EU's Engagement in Post-Conflict Stabilisation in Mali'
  Prof Arne Niemann: 'The EU as International Mediator: Conceptualising EU Mediation Engagement'

104: Uncertain Destinations: the EU's Role in Global Conflict Prevention
Venue: Room 205
Chair Discussant: Prof Dr Sven Biscop
  Ms Ivana Bostjancic Pulko: 'Evaluating Planning Capacity of CSDP Missions: the Case of EULEX Kosovo and EUFOR Althea'
  Prof Arnold Kammel: 'EU Crisis Management in South Sudan – a Missed Opportunity for Implementing the Comprehensive Approach?'
  Ms Nina Pejič: 'Improving the EU Conflict Prevention Capabilities: Learning from Best Practices and Failures of EULEX Kosovo'

105: The EU and its Neighbours I
Venue: Room 105
Chair Discussant: Dr Natalia Timus
  Dr Hamid Alkifaey: 'Democratizing Neighbours'
  Dr Nino Kemoklidze: 'Self-Determination and Secession in the EU's "New Neighbourhood"'
  Dr Adam Szymański: 'De-democratization of Turkey and Central and Eastern Europe - The Case of Elections'

106: The Role of EU Member States as Actors in EU-China Relations
Venue: Room 404
Chair Discussant: Prof Dr Jing Men
  Dr Duncan Freeman: 'Differentiated EU Member State Economic Relationships with China: Can Winners and Losers Agree?'
  Mr Francesco Saverio Montesano: 'The Role of EU Member States in EU-China Security Relations'
  Prof Haiyan Zhang: 'EU-China Cross-border Investment: Challenges in the Era of Deglobalization'

PTO for more panels in this session
108: Success and Power in EU Decision-Making

Venue: Room 306
Chair Discussant: Mr Francis Jacobs

- Mr Thomas Laloux: 'Going Beyond Dialogue in EU Informal Decision-making: The Impact of Trilogue Negotiations on the Commission Bargaining Success'
- Ms Lara Panning: 'The European Commission's Place in the EU Inter-institutional Triangle: Solely a Power Game?'

109: National and European Values: The Role of Courts

Venue: Room 207
Chair Discussant: Dr Monika Papp

- Dr Matteo Bonelli: 'Protecting Values in the EU - The Role of European Courts'
- Dr Danuta Kabat-Rudnicka: 'National Identity: Setting Boundaries to European Integration'
- Miss Pia Ravter: 'The Question Of Hierarchy In Human Rights Protection In The European Union'
- Dr Barbara Warwas: 'ISDS, ICS, and the Constitutional Law Implications of the EU (Investment) Arbitration'

110: The Governance of European Energy Policy I: A Tale of (de)Europeanization?

Venue: Room 401
Chair Discussant: Prof Thomas Hörber

- Dr Alexander Bürgin: 'The Impact of Juncker's Organisational Reforms on the European Commission's Energy Union Related Legislative Proposals'
- Dr Rosa María Fernández: 'Conflicting Energy Policy Priorities in EU Energy Governance'
- Dr Tomas Maltby (Pierre Bocquillon): 'The Embedded Intergovernmentalism of EU Energy Policy Integration'
- Mr Ingmar Versolmann: 'The Energy Union - an Inevitable Outcome or Political Predicament?'

111: Institutional Design in EU Foreign Policy and Border Control

Venue: Room 206
Chair Discussant: Prof Paul James Cardwell

- Dr Laura Chappell (Roberta Guerrina): 'Gender Dynamics of Foreign Policy Actors: Gendering the European External Action Service'
- Miss Giada Lagana: 'The European Union and Border Conflicts: EU Cross-border Cooperation after the Northern Ireland Good Friday Agreement'
- Dr Jost-Henrik Morgenstern-Pomorski: 'Strengthening the Core? Institutional Design and Executive Reorganisation in Core State Powers of the EU and the US.'

113: Challenges Facing the EU's Innovativeness and Competitiveness

Venue: Room 301
Chair Discussant: Dr Anna Molnar

- Prof Marta Gotz: 'Industry 4.0 - the Perspective of International Economics and the Case of Polish-German Relationships'
- Mrs Joanna Stryjek: 'Social Innovation: a Challenge for Innovation Policy'
- Prof Katarzyna Żukrowska: 'Obstacles Hampering Enhancement of Innovativeness and Competitiveness in the EU and its Member States'
Mini-Symposium "De-Europeanization and European Disintegration" I (co-sponsored by the Greek Politics Specialist Group of the PSA)

Venue: Room 303
Chairs: Dr Stelios Stavridis
Discussant: Prof Charalambos Tsardanidis

Prof Attila Agh: 'The Reverse Wave in Europeanization in East-Central Europe: The European Disintegration at the Eastern Semi-periphery'
Dr Paul Copeland: 'Europeanization and De-Europeanization: a Template for Research'
Prof Dora Kostakopoulou: 'What Fractures Political Unions? Failed Federations, Brexit and the Importance of Political Commitment'
Dr Stella Ladi (Vasilis Leontitsis): 'Mapping De-Europeanization: Theorizing Changes in EU Governance'

Read papers online at uaces.org/krakow-papers
Research Session 2: Monday 4 September 2017, 13:30-15:00

201: EU-China/Asia Panel II: EU-Japan Security Relations

Venue: Room 106
Chair: Prof Emil Kirchner
Discussant: Dr Branimir Vidmarovic

- Dr Raphael Bossong: 'Relations between EU and Japan in the Field of Counter-terrorism and Organised Crime'
- Dr Nicola Casarini: 'Relations between EU and Japan in the Field of Nuclear Non-proliferation'
- Prof Emil Kirchner: 'Exploring the EU’s Security Policy Towards China and Japan: What Accounts for Similarities and Differences?'

202: EU Engagement with Non-traditional (International) Actors

Venue: Room 306
Chair: Prof Arne Niemann
Discussant: Dr Karolina Pomorska

- Dr Borja García García: 'The European Union and International Sport Organisations, the (elusive) Quest for Good Governance'
- Dr Heidi Maurer: 'Trade Promotion as a Conflicted Area for European Cooperation Abroad?'
- Prof Martin Westlake: 'Asymmetrical Institutional Responses to Civil Society Clauses in EU International Agreements: Pragmatic Flexibility or Inadvertent Inconsistency?'

203: German Leadership in EU Foreign Policy II: A Changing Player in CFSP/CSDP and EU Crisis Management

Venue: Room 302
Chair: Dr Niklas Helwig
Discussant: Dr Cemaliye Beysoyulu

- Dr Lisbeth Aggestam (Adrian Hyde-Price): 'Learning to Lead: A Role Analysis of Germany and the CFSP'
- Dr Tom Dyson: 'The Performance of British and German Army Lessons-Learned Processes during EU and NATO-led Operations: The Struggle to Achieve Knowledge Transformation'
- Mr Tuomas Iso-Markku (Gisela Müller-Branddeck-Bocquet): 'Towards German Leadership? Germany's Evolving Role in European Security and Defence'

204: The Technology - Security Nexus in Europe

Venue: Room 402
Chair: Dr Laura Chappell
Discussant: Prof Dr Sven Biscop

- Dr Andre Barrinha: 'For whom and for what Purpose? Rethinking European Security in Cyberspace'
- Dr Bruno Martins (Christian Küsters): 'Public, Private, Hybrid: EU Public Research Funds and the Development of European Drones'
- Dr Jocelyn Mawdsley: 'The EU, Security Capabilities and Defence Research Funding: A Magic Bullet?'

205: The EU and its Neighbours II

Venue: Room 105
Chair: Dr Cemaliye Beysoyulu
Discussant: Dr Cristian Nitoiu

- Dr Cristian Nitoiu: 'The EU’s Quest for the Ideal Self in the Post-Soviet Space'
- Prof Charalambos Tsardanidis: 'The EU and its Neighbours: From Hybrid Interregionalism towards Subregionalism through Interregionalism'
206: The Effectiveness of Sanctions in Foreign Policy

Venue: Room 505
Chair Discussant: Dr Tatiana Romanova

Mr Andreas Boogaerts: 'Can I Have My Money Back? Explaining the (In)effectiveness of EU Misappropriation Sanctions Following Revolutionary Events in Tunisia, Egypt, and Ukraine'

Dr Balazs Horvathy (Viktor Szép): 'Taking Back Control in Sanctions Policy? The United Kingdom's Leeway in the Application of Restrictive Measures'

Mr Peiran Wang: 'Sanctions as Policy Instruments of CSDP: the EU Sanctions Against Russia Since Ukraine Crisis'

207: Reinterpreting Integration

Venue: Room 404
Chair Discussant: Dr Paul Copeland

Prof Simon Bulmer (Jonathan Joseph): 'Explaining the Leadership Crisis in the EU: Agency, Structure and the Struggle between Hegemonic Projects'

Dr Maren Hofius (Antje Wiener): 'European Integration (Theory) in Crisis? Reconstructing 'Crisis' as Meta-Narrative'

Prof Claudio Radaelli (Roberto Baldoli): 'What's Nonviolence to Do with the European Union?'

Prof Magnus Ryner: 'Democracy and Authoritarianism in the Political Economy of Eurozone Crisis Management'

208: Voting in the Council of the EU

Venue: Room 503
Chair Discussant: Dr Simon Usherwood

Dr Marcin Kleinowski (Jacek Czaputowicz): 'The Impact of Brexit on The Member States Voting Power in the Council of the European Union'

Mr Philippe van Gruisen: 'If You Want to Go Fast, Go Alone. If You Want to Go Far, Go Together: Trio Presidencies in the Council of the EU'

209: Dealing with Europe: National, Regional and Transnational parties

Venue: Room 301
Chair Discussant: Dr Nicholas Startin

Dr Sandrina Antunes: 'The Scottish National Party and the New Vision of Europe: when Neo-functionalism is the Answer'

Mr Gilles Pittoors: 'Eurowhat? An Analysis of the Europeanisation of Flemish Political Parties'

Mr Juan Roch Gonzalez: 'Populism and Europe: Identifying Different Discursive Formations'

210: The Two Towers: on the Frontiers of EU-level and National Law-making

Venue: Room 207
Chair Discussant: Dr Istvan Erdos

Dr Istvan Erdos: 'The Impact of EU PIL Law on the Re-codification of Private International Law in Hungary'

Dr Miluse Hrncirikova: 'Foreign Dispute Resolution Clauses - their Validity and Enforcement by Czech National Courts in the Context of EU Law'

Dr Silvia Marino: 'Common Core or Enhanced Cooperation in European Family Law?'

PTO for more panels in this session
211: The Governance of European Energy Policy II: Ideas, Politicization and Institutional Change

Venue: Room 401
Chair Discussant: Mr Francis McGowan

Dr Helene Dyrhauge: 'Ideational Influences on Energy Governance in Denmark (2001-2017) from Climate Change to Privatisation'
Dr Anna Herranz-Surrallés: 'The Politicization of Foreign Energy Investments: Global Economic Constitutionalism and the Right to Regulate'
Ms Olga Litvyak: 'Challenging the Greens: Exploring Ecological Discourse in the German Federal Elections 2009 and 2013'
Mr Alexander Scheibe: 'Governance in the European Union's Electricity Policy - The Role of Strategic Ideas'

212: Obstacles to Europeanization

Venue: Room 206
Chair Discussant: Dr Tobias Nowak

Dr Antonella Forganni: 'The Standstill of the European Integration Process and Reversibility Issues'
Dr Ewa Kamarad: "Unification of Private International Law in the Area of Family Law on the EU Level - Difficult, but Necessary?"'
Dr Natalia Timus: 'The Perception of the EU and European Integration in the East European Neighborhood'

213: EU's Responses to the Crises in the European Public Sphere I

Venue: Room 205
Chair Discussant: Dr Jozef Niznik

Dr Joanna Fomina: 'Russia's Strategic Communications, the Impact on the European Public Sphere and the EU Attempts to Counteract It'
Mrs Eveline Marasoiu: 'Defence Union as a Response to EU's Multiple Crises'
Dr Malgorzata Winiarska-Brodowska: 'European Commission's Responses to the Crisis in the EPS'

214: Judge the book by the cover

Venue: Room 303
Chair Discussant: Dr Johan Adriaensen

Non-Traditional Panel: 'The event 'Judge the Book by the Cover' invites academics to give a 5 minute presentation of their book’s content based on the selected cover.'

215: Unintended Consequences of EU External Action I

Venue: Room 307
Chair: Ms Olga Burlyuk
Discussant: Dr Gergana Noutcheva

Dr Tom Casier: 'The Unethical Outcome of 'Ethical' Foreign Policy'
Prof Ferdi De Ville (Niels Gheyle): 'TTIP's Many Boomerangs: Unintended Consequences of the EU’s Negotiations with the US on a Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP)'
Miss Molly Krasnodebska: 'The "oops!" in Public Diplomacy: How Outsiders Transform the EU's Narratives'
Dr Natasja Reslow: 'Horizontal and Vertical Diversity: Unintended Consequences in EU External Migration Policy'
Research Session 3: Monday 4 September 2017, 15:30-17:00

301: EU-China/Asia Panel III: Belt and Road

Venue: Room 106
Chair: Prof Wei Shen
- Dr Fabienne Bossuyt: 'Central and Eastern European Perceptions of the Eurasian Economic Union: between Economic Opportunities and Fear of Renewed Russian Hegemony'
- Ms Astrid Pepermans: 'Increased Connectivity between China and Central and Eastern Europe: Mutual Interdependence or Asymmetric Vulnerability?'
- Dr Branimir Vidmarovic: 'The Full Scope of 'One Belt': Potential Political, Security and Economic Implications of SCO and OBOR Alignment for the EU and 16+1 Countries'

302: German Leadership in EU Foreign Policy I: Potential German Hegemony and the Role of EU Institutions

Venue: Room 307
Chair Discussant: Prof Simon Bulmer
- Dr Niklas Helwig: 'Pushed to the Sidelines? Germany and the EU's New Diplomatic Actors'
- Dr Marco Siddi: 'A Norm-based Ostpolitik? Germany's Hegemonic Leadership in EU Relations with Russia'
- Prof Funda Tekin (Wulf Reiners): 'Taking Refuge in Leadership? Facilitators and Constraints of Germany's Role in EU-Turkey Affairs'

303: Beyond Paris: Developments in European Climate Policy

Venue: Room 402
Chair: Dr Helene Dyrhauge
Discussant: Dr Dr Helene Dyrhauge
- Ms Lisanne Groen: 'An Analysis of German, French and UK Low Carbon Technology Transfer Policies'
- Mr Jonas Schoenefeld (Mikael Hildén, Andrew Jordan, Kai Schulze): 'Implementing the Paris Agreement: A Challenge for EU Climate Policy Monitoring'

305: Unintended Consequences of EU External Action II

Venue: Room 205
Chair: Dr Tom Casier
Discussant: Prof Jonathan Joseph
- Ms Olga Burlyuk: 'The "oops!" of EU Engagement Abroad: Analysing Unintended Consequences of EU External Action'
- Dr Assem Dandashly (Gergana Noutcheva): 'Analyzing the Unintended Consequences of EU’s Democracy Support in the European Neighbourhood'
- Dr Gustavo Müller: 'Legitimating Inaction: Exploring European Union's Discursive Tools in Foreign Policy'
- Mr Jonathan Webb: 'Rule of Law Reform in the Western Balkans: Assessing the Prospect of Unintended Consequences'

306: The EU's Shifting Normative/Ideational Power

Venue: Room 301
Chair Discussant: Dr Cristian Nitoiu
- Prof Dr Sven Biscop: 'Forgotten Power: Seeking Europe's Place in a World of Geopolitical Competition'
- Dr Francis Espinoza Figueroa: 'Analysing New European Diplomatic Practices in Times of Crisis and Transition: the EU Exerting an Ideational Power Beyond its Frontiers?'
- Dr Jens-Uwe Wunderlich: 'Normative Power in Climate Change Negotiations - An Analysis of the Self-Representation of China and the EU'

PTO for more panels in this session
307: Media and Euroscepticism: Brexit from National and Transnational Perspectives

Venue: Room 401

Chair Discussant: Dr Simon Usherwood

Mr Behnam Balalimood: 'EU Long-Term Residents and Democracy of the Union'

Dr Susan Collard: 'The Impact of Brexit on the Issue of Voting Rights for British Citizens Resident Abroad'

Dr Kathryn Simpson: 'Politicizing Perceptions: UK Citizens' Perceptions of Income and Support for UK and European Union Governance'

Dr Nicholas Startin: 'A 'Tipping Point' Already Reached? Tabloid Portrayals and Other Influences on the Brexit Vote'

308: Behaviour in the European Parliament

Venue: Room 206

Chair Discussant: Dr Nathalie Brack

Dr Nuria Font: 'Legislative Absenteeism in the European Parliament'

Dr Adam Kirpsza: 'Time is of the Essence. Explaining the Duration of Legislative Decision-making in the European Union'

Dr Martin Steven: 'Conservative or Reformist? Analysing the Policy Activities of the European Conservatives and Reformists (ECR) in the European Parliament'

309: Culture as Target and Instrument of Governance: The Multiple Instrumentalities of Culture in the European Integration Process

Venue: Room 207

Chair Discussant: Dr Magdalena Góra

Ms Celeste Bonnamy: 'The Writer and the Single Market: The Mobilisation of French Writers' Representatives towards the European Copyright Reform Project.'

Dr Ben Garner: 'The EU's "Blueprint" for Culture & Development: The EU-CARIFORUM Economic Partnership Agreement'

Dr Lilian Richieri Hanania: 'Cultural Exception in the EU External Policy - Securing the Specificity of Cultural Goods and Services in the Digital Era'

Dr Dario Verderame: 'Performing Europe: Cultural Politics, Actors and Visitors at a European Festival'

311: 10-year Implementation of the "Citizenship Directive": A Success Story as Promised?

Venue: Room 306

Chair: Prof Sybe A. De Vries

Prof Frans Pennings: 'Free Movement for Economically Non-Active persons'

Prof Emanuela Pistoia: 'An Enhanced Protection Against Expulsion for European Citizens?'


Dr Hanneke Van Eijken (Pauline Phoa): 'The CJEU's Case Law on Social Rights for EU Citizens: Two Steps Forward, One Step Back?'
312: When Law Meets Reality - EU Immigration Policies

Venue: Room 303
Chair Discussant: Prof Dora Kostakopoulou

Dr Agata Capik: 'United in Diversity - EU Legal Framework on Immigration Policies'
Dr Gerard Conway: 'The Allocation of Competences in Migration and Asylum Matters: Lessons from Recent European Experience'
Dr Nuno Ferreira: 'Seeking Asylum in Europe: Delving into Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity Asylum Claims'
Prof Dora Kostakopoulou: 'From Legal Citizen-subjects to Different and Foreign: the Increased Insecurity of Residence of Long-term Resident and Minor EU Citizens.'

313: Europeanization of Gender/Family policies

Venue: Room 302
Chair Discussant: Prof Adam Fagan

Miss Nazli Kazanoglu: 'Europeanization Process of Turkey in Work and Family Life Reconciliation Policy'
Mrs Hanna Kelm: 'Effectiveness of the Family Policy Instruments in the EU Member States'
Ms Annick Masselot: 'Putting Gender at the Centre of EU Policy Making: Social Investment and Childcare'

314: Teaching & Learning

Venue: Room 105
Chair Discussant: Dr Galina Klimova

Dr Viviane Gravey: 'Brexit in the Classroom: Teaching the EU in the UK after the Referendum'
Ms Adrienn Nyircsak: 'Building the European Higher Education Area: Reflexivity as a Policy Tool in University Quality Assurance'
Dr Simon Sweeney: 'Student Engagement: Developing Key Skills and Encouraging Learner Contributions to Module Resources'

315: Q & A Session on Publishing

Venue: Room 505
Chair Discussant: Miss Anna Wambach

Dr Maxine David: 'Editor-in-Chief, JCER'
Dr Toni Haastrup: 'Editor-in-Chief, JCMS'
Dr Jocelyn Mawdsley: 'Co-Editor, European Security'
Mr Andrew Taylor: 'Senior Editor, Routledge'
Prof Richard Whitman: 'Editor-in-Chief, JCMS'

Read papers online at uaces.org/krakow-papers
Research Session 4: Tuesday 5 September 2017, 11:00-12:30

403: Brussels Dialogue: the Sick Man of EU’s Mediation Efforts?
Venue: Room 303
Chair: Prof Ioannis Armakolas
   Dr Cemaliye Beysoyu: 'Committed to Peace? Analysing Implementation of the Brussels Agreements'
   Ms Miroslava Kulkova: 'The Normalization of Relations between Kosovo and Serbia: A Regional Security Complex Perspective'
   Mrs Miruna Troncota: '3 Years of EU Mediation Efforts in 'the Brussels Dialogue of the Deaf''

404: Brexit and Security and Defence I
Venue: Room 105
Chair Discussant: Dr Thibaud Harrios
   Mr Antonio Calcara: 'Brexit and the European Union Global Strategy: What Impact on Armaments Cooperation in the EU Defence Field?'
   Dr Anna Maria Friis Kristensen: 'European Security Solidarity, National Sovereignty and Brexit. EU Member States Discursive Responses to Brexit'

406: The EU Enlargement and European Neighbourhood Policy - Politicisation, Contestation and Redefinition of EU’s Involvement in its Close Neighbourhood
Venue: Room 301
Chair Discussant: Dr Natasza Styczyńska
   Dr Przemyslaw Biskup: 'West Meets East: The Case of the Big-Bang Enlargement and the Rise in UK Euroscepticism 2004-2016'
   Dr Magdalena Góra (Marcin Zubek): 'Pacifier or Bystander? Redefining the EU's Involvement in Crises in the EU's Neighbourhood.'
   Prof Tomasz Stępniewski: 'The European Union, Ukraine, Russia and the Minsk Ceasefire Negotiations'
   Dr Katarzyna Zielinska: 'Religion as a Tool for (De)legitimisation? Use of Religion in the European Parliament's Discourse on Enlargement and ENP'

407: Privatisation and Public Intervention
Venue: Room 205
Chair Discussant: Prof Maria Elisabete Gomes Ramos
   Dr Mo Egan: 'Privacy Rights Versus Public Goods in the Policing of Money Laundering '
   Dr Marton Varju: 'Member State Capitalism(s) and EU Law: Where Are the Limits of Law's Intervention in Local Choices?'
   Dr Barbara Warwas: 'The Privatization Of Justice Via Arbitration And Alternative Dispute Resolution In The EU'

408: Politicizing Trade and Trans-Atlantic Relations
Venue: Room 503
Chair Discussant: Dr Pawel Frankowski
   Prof Paul James Cardwell (Ramses Wessel): 'EU External Relations, International Law and Questions of "Territory"'
   Dr Anna Dimitrova (Kristian Nielsen): 'US-European Relationship and the Trump Presidency: Atlanticism at Risk?'
   Mr Geoffrey A Harris: 'Is Trans-Atlantic Unity Possible without TTIP ?'
   Mr Peter Marton: 'Functionalism and Legitimacy Seeking on a Collision Course: the Case of CETA'
409: Regions, Local Authorities & Europe

Venue: Room 307

Chair Discussant: Dr Christopher Huggins

- Dr Vratislav Havlik: 'EU Commission and 'its' New Regionalism as an Unexpected Driver of Tensions between Regions and Cities. Central European Countries Compared'
- Miss Magdalena Kania: 'Development Aid Policy of Sub-National Actors in Europe. Between Principles of Solidarity and Political Ambitions'
- Mr Giorgio Oikonomou: 'Subnational 'Co-operative' Mobilization through Territorial Co-operation: the Case of EGTCs'
- Dr Carlo Panara: 'The International Relations of English Local Authorities in the Shadow of Brexit'

410: Reporting Europe, Reporting Migrations

Venue: Room 306

Chair Discussant: Dr Malgorzata Winiarska-Brodowska

- Mr Andrew Anzur Clement: 'In whose Interest? The Role of National Identity Conceptions in Shaping Public Discourse on the EU Free Movement of Persons in British and Polish Popular Press'
- Dr Agnieszka Sadecka: 'The Refugee Crisis in Contemporary Polish Nonfiction: a Case Study '
- Miss Anna Wambach: "Frankly, the British People Need a Choice": A Critical Discourse Analysis of EU News Coverage during the 2015 General Election Campaign,

411: Refugees and the 'Security' Problem

Venue: Room 401

Chair Discussant: Dr Dariusz Niedzwiedzki

- Mr Lukas Janulewicz: 'Securitising Polish Aid: Sources and Prospects of Foreign Aid as Flexible/effective Solidarity in the Refugee Crisis '
- Ms Amy Manktelow: 'Goodbye or See You Soon: Examining the Similarities and Differences in External Migration Policy between the UK's Entry and Pending Exit from the EU'
- Mr Maciek Stepka: 'Framing Security. The Refugee Crisis and Migration-Security Nexus in the EU Agencies'

412: The Left and Brexit: Reactions and Implications

Venue: Room 106

Chair: Prof Adam Fagan

- Dr Michael Holmes: 'The National Interest Trap: the Irish Left and Brexit'
- Dr Knut Roder: '"Stability or Change? The German Left and Brexit"
- Mr Andrew Waterman: 'Brexit on Our Terms': Opportunities for British Trade Unions?

413: The Governance of European Energy Policy III: States, Markets and Institutions in Times of Crisis

Venue: Room 207

Chair: Dr Anna Herranz-Surrallés

- Dr Eric Pardo: 'Energy Disputes between Russia and Ukraine Since 2014: a Tool of War by Other Means or Institutionally Constrained?'
- Prof Andrea Prontera: 'Still a Regulatory State? Rethinking Energy Security Governance and Politics in the European Union and Beyond'
- Dr Marco Siddi (Madalina Sisu Vicari): 'EU Energy Diplomacy and the Southern Gas Corridor: Normative and Geopolitical Challenges to the Union's External Energy Policy'

PTO for more panels in this session
414: Learning from the Eurozone Crisis? Budgets and Bailouts

Venue: Room 404

Chair Discussant: Prof Claudio Radaelli

- Dr Giacomo Benedetto (Jorge Nunez Ferrer): 'Securing a Package Deal for Reform of Own Resources and the EU Budget'
- Dr Isabel Camisão: 'The Juncker's Investment Plan: Policy Fiasco or Policy Success?'
- Dr Thomas Papadopoulos: 'Building the Legal Framework of Privatizations in Cyprus as a Requirement of the Bailout Agreement'
- Dr Sotirios Zartaloudis: 'European Elites and the Narrative of the Greek Crisis: a Discursive Institutionalist Analysis'


Venue: Room 505

Chair: Dr Nuno Ferreira
Discussant: Prof Dora Kostakopoulou

- Dr Julia Bradshaw: 'Liverpool John Moores University'
- Dr Agata Capik: 'Independent Scholar'
- Dr Päivi Neuvonen: 'University of Turku'
- Dr Stephanie Reynolds: 'University of Liverpool'
- Dr Julia Schmidt: 'University of Exeter'
- Dr Samantha Velluti: 'University of Sussex'

416: Lessons learnt from INOTLES project on 'Innovating in teaching and learning European Studies'

Venue: Room 402

Chair: Dr Heidi Maurer

- Mr Silviu Piros: 'Vrije Universiteit Brussels'
- Dr Natalia Timus: 'Maastricht University'
- Dr Simon Usherwood: 'University of Surrey'
Research Session 5: Tuesday 5 September 2017, 13:15-14:45

501: EU-China/Asia Panel IV: Normative Power
Venue: Room 206
Chair: Dr Lilei Song  
Discussant: Ms Astrid Pepermans

- Dr Andreas Fulda: 'Communities of Practice: What they are and how they Contribute to Participation and Learning in EU-China Relations'
- Mr Bjørnar Sverdrup-Thygeson (Xianwen Chen, Johann Osbakk): 'China's Coercive Diplomacy: A Reassessment of the "Dalai Lama Effect" and Beijing's Punitive Diplomacy'
- Mr Max Taylor: 'Assessing the Practical Implementation of the EU's Normative Power in EU-China Relations'

502: The Role of Experts in EU foreign Policy
Venue: Room 303
Chair Discussant: Ms Milena Romano

- Mr Antonio Calcara: 'The Role of Expertise in the Development of European Defence Capabilities'
- Mr Sebastian Steingass: 'The Politics of 'Knowledge Networks': External Experts in EU Policy-Making'

503: Brexit and Security and Defence II
Venue: Room 105
Chair: Dr Jocelyn Mawdsley

- Dr Anna Maria Friis Kristensen: 'European Security, the Problematic of the Unitary State and the Paradox of Brexit.'
- Dr Thibaud Harrios: 'Britain and the Signing of the 2010 Lancaster House Treaties with France: Turning its Back on the EU but Strengthening Defence Cooperation in Europe.'
- Dr Simon Sweeney: 'The Security Implications of the UK Quitting the EU: How Will Brexit Affect EU Strategic Ambitions and the Common Security and Defence Policy?'

505: The European Union's Eastern Neighbourhood: Politics, Security and Migration
Venue: Room 404
Chair Discussant: Dr Natasza Styczyńska

- Dr Peter Plenta: 'European Union and Central Asia: One Step Forward, Two Steps Back?'
- Prof Tomasz Stepniowski: 'The European Union and Eastern Neighbourhood: Crises and Security'
- Dr Andrzej Szabaciuk: 'Migration from Eastern Europe - an Opportunity and Risks for the European Union'

506: Differentiated Integration and the Future of EU-Turkey Relations I
Venue: Room 306
Chair: Dr Agnieszka Cianciara  
Discussant: Prof David Phinnemore

- Dr Beken Saatcioglu: 'The EU's "Crises" and Implications for Differentiated Integration between the EU and Turkey'
- Dr Adam Szymański (Agnieszka K. Cianciara): 'Differentiated Integration, Turkey and the European Union - Chance for the Accession or Alternative Form of Close Relations?'
- Prof Funda Tekin: 'Breaking the Spell of Enlargement: Is Brexit a Game Changer in EU-Turkey Relations?'

PTO for more panels in this session
507: The European Parliament in the New Europe: Institutionally Empowered, Policy Side-lined?

Venue: Room 106
Chair Discussant: Dr Edoardo Bressanelli

Dr Giacomo Benedetto: 'The European Parliament as a Budgetary Agenda-setter'
Prof Paul James Cardwell: 'New Intergovernmentalism, EU Legislation and the European Parliament'
Dr Nicola Chelotti: 'The Reform of Economic Governance after Lisbon: Why has the European Parliament’s Policy Influence been Limited?'
Prof Ariadna Ripoll Servent: 'The EU 'Migration Crisis': A Case of 'Integration without Supranationalisation'?'

509: EUFINACCO (CRN): PANEL I Financial Accountability (Institutional Perspectives)

Venue: Room 401
Chair Discussant: Dr Heidi Maurer

Prof Dr Hartmut Aden: 'Establishing a European Public Prosecutor’s Office: Financial Accountability in an Evolving Multi-level Setting'
Dr Paul Stephenson: 'Reforming the European Court of Auditors: What, Why, When, Who, How?'
Dr Nikos Vogiatzis: 'The Contribution of the European Ombudsman to Financial Accountability in the EU and the Interplay between Good Administration and Sound Financial Management'

510: Collective Redress for Antitrust Infringements in the EU: Status Quo and Optimization of Opt-out Systems

Venue: Room 205
Chair Discussant: To Be Confirmed

Prof Maria Elisabete Gomes Ramos: 'Collective Redress and Opt-out System - Some Remarks from the Portuguese Legal System'
Prof Anna Piszcz: 'Collective Redress in Poland: May It Be the Avenue for Antitrust Enforcement?'
Dr Miguel Sousa Ferro: 'Status Quo of Antitrust Collective Redress in the EU: Law and Practice'

512: Central and Eastern Europe in the EU under Crisis Conditions: Challenges and Perspectives

Venue: Room 207
Chair Discussant: Dr Anna Visvizi

Dr Krisztina Arató: 'Democracy and Civil Society in Visegrad 4: the Competing Understanding of Civil Society with Special Focus on Hungary'
Prof Beata Farkas: 'Economic Policy in Central and Eastern Europe Since the 2008 Global Crisis'
Prof Darina Malová (Zsolt Gál): 'From a Passive Policy Taker to a Revolting Member? The Slovak Case.'
Dr Christian Schweiger: 'The Central and Eastern European Countries in the EU’s Changing Internal Constellation after Brexit'

513: European Space Policy

Venue: Room 302
Chair Discussant: Prof Thomas Hörber

Dr Antonella Forganni: 'The Questioning of the Non-Appropriation Principle in Outer Space and the EU'
Prof Thomas Hörber: 'Space Sustainability'
Dr Sarah Lieberman: 'The EU’s Space Strategy: to what Extent can the EU Provide and Promote an Autonomous Space and Security Policy?'
514: Mini-Symposium "De-Europeanization and European Disintegration" II

Venue: Room 402
Chair: Dr Paul Copeland  Discussant: Dr Stella Ladi

Prof Michael J Baun (Dan Marek): 'The United States and De-Europeanization: The US Impact on EU Security and Defence Policy Cooperation'
Dr Georgios Maris: 'Asymmetrical Intergovernmentalism and the Eurozone's Crisis'
Dr Stelios Stavridis: 'The Europeanization of the Hellenic Parliament's Role in Foreign Policy Revisited: De-Europeanization or Just More Superficial Europeanization?'
Prof Charalambos Tsardanidis: 'Greek Foreign Policy after the 2008 Crisis: Still Not Europeanized Enough?'

515: Europeanization of Social Movements & Civil Society Organisation

Venue: Room 307
Chair: Prof Michèle Knodt  Discussant: Prof Claudio Radaelli

Mr Samuel Defacqz: 'The Legitimacy of European Interest Groups: Perspectives from French Organizations'
Mr David Friedrich: 'Who Conducts the Concert of European Business Lobbyists? Towards an Ever Closer Union or a Transnational System of Influence?'
Mr Sebastian Fuchs: 'Advocates, Traditionalists, Forerunners? - The (changing) Identities and Functions of Business Associations'

Read papers online at uaces.org/krakow-papers
Research Session 6: Tuesday 5 September 2017, 15:10-16:40

601: EU China/Asia Panel V: Global Governance
Venue: Room 206
Chair: Mr Yunhan Zhang
Discussant: Mr Anastas Vangeli
- Dr Hang Yuan: 'Understanding the EU in Global Social Governance: a Conceptual Framework and the Case of China'
- Mr Yunhan Zhang (Lydia Kernevez): 'EU and China in Global Governance: Comparing Climate Change and Social Dimension'
- Ms Huanyu Zhao: 'EU and BRICS in Global Social Governance: the New BRICS Paradigm or the Same Old Mould?'

602: Soft Power, Information and Resilience: Russian Foreign Policy and Responses
Venue: Room 302
Chair Discussant: Dr Tom Casier
- Dr Maxine David: 'Information or Propaganda in the EU's Attempt to Counter Russian Disinformation Campaigns?'
- Dr Tatiana Romanova: "Resilience' in EU-Russian Relations: What Does It Mean?'
- Dr Natalia Timus: 'Russia's Soft Power in the Middle East: Religion as a Foreign Policy Tool'

603: When Failure Matters: Lasting Legacy of TTIP in EU Trade Processes, Discourses and Policy Space
Venue: Room 105
Chair: Dr Johan Adriaensen
Discussant: Dr Michèle Knodt
- Ms Evelyn Coremans: 'From Access to Documents to Consumption of Information. Mapping EU Transparency Policy for Trade Negotiations'
- Dr Maria Garcia: 'The Power of Failure? Trade Negotiations in the Shadow of TTIP'
- Dr Arantza Gomez Arana: 'The Impact of the TTIP on Mercosur'

604: Conflicts and Crises: EU Perceptions in the Eyes of its Neighbours to the East and South
Venue: Room 307
Chair: Dr Natalia Chaban
Discussant: Prof Michèle Knodt
- Dr Natalia Chaban (Iana Sabatovych): 'Dreams and Reality of Ukraine's Ambiguous Europeanisation: Viewpoint of Ukraine's Civil Society'
- Miss Katharina Kleinschnitger (Michele Knodt): 'Facing Ukraine: Challenging Media and Elite Perceptions on EU-Ukraine Relations'
- Dr Patrick Müller (Sharon Pardo): 'Normative Power Europe in Israeli and Palestinian Eyes'
- Ms Irina Petrova (Lien Verpoest): 'Identity Discourses in the EU's and Russia's Foreign Policies: Perspectives from the Policy Receiver'

605: Differentiated Integration and the Future of EU-Turkey Relations II
Venue: Room 503
Chair: Dr Adam Szymański
Discussant: Dr Agnieszka Cianciara
- Dr Feyza Basar Gülersen: 'New Perspectives on Turkey-EU Relations'
- Dr Nevra Esentürk: 'Limits of Europeanization: the Case of Turkey'
- Ms Emriye Ozlem Seker: 'Revision of the Turkey-EU Customs Union: A Momentum or an Alternative for Membership?'
606: The Practical Implications of Brexit

Venue: Room 505

Chair Discussant: Prof David Phinnemore

Dr Evangelos Fanoulis (Simona Guerra): 'Deconstructing Brexit: The Changing Faces of British Euroscepticism'
Dr Soeren Keil: 'The Emerging Constitutional Crisis in the UK'
Dr Sarah Lieberman: 'Brexit and UK Recruitment: what Will Brexit Mean for Employment in Britain?'
Dr John O’Brennan: "All Changed, Changed Utterly? What Future for the Republic of Ireland in the European Union after Brexit"

607: EUFINACCO (CRN): Panel II: Financial Accountability (Policy Perspectives)

Venue: Room 401

Chair Discussant: Prof Dr Hartmut Aden

Dr Giacomo Benedetto: 'Securing a Package Deal for Reform of Own Resources and the EU Budget'
Dr Leonhard den Hertog: 'The Financial Accountability of EU Expenditure in External Policies of Migration, Borders and Asylum'
Prof Ekaterina Domorenok: 'Understanding Accountability: between Spending and Performance in EU Cohesion Policy'

610: Poland between Nationalism and Internationalism

Venue: Room 303

Chair Discussant: Dr Kjetil Duvold

Mr Adrian Favero: 'Attitudes in the City: Assessing the Influence of Local Conditions on Support for the European Union in Poland'
Dr Katja Sarmiento-Mirwaldt: 'Geographical, Individual and Contextual Effects in Poles' Relationships with Neighbouring Nations'
Dr Ben Stanley: 'A New Populist Divide? Correspondences of Supply and Demand in the 2015 Polish Parliamentary Elections'

611: Activism & Civil Society Mobilisation

Venue: Room 207

Chair Discussant: Dr Paul Stubbs

Dr Fabienne Bossuyt: 'The Influence of Human Rights NGOs on the EU's Promotion of Human Rights: the Case of Central Asia'
Dr Elizabeth Monaghan (Karolina Boronska-Hryniewiecka): 'The Democratic Legitimacy of the European Citizens' Initiative'
Dr Markus Thiel: 'EU LGBTI Rights Promotion in Development Policy and Foreign Aid: Conditionality and its Discontents'
Mr Francesco Violi: 'Against the Tide: Pro-European Forces and Public Opinion in Times of New Nationalism'

612: Campaigning in the 2016 EU Referendum

Venue: Room 404

Chair Discussant: Dr Viviane Gravey

Dr Viviane Gravey (Nathalie Berny): 'Remain or Abstain? How Did UK Environmental NGOs Engage with the Bright Side of the EU'
Dr Christopher Huggins: 'The Conspicuous Absence of Local Government during the EU Referendum Campaign'
Prof Richard Rose: 'Consequences of National Referendums for the EU's Legitimacy'
Dr Simon Usherwood (Katharine Wright): 'The Limited Impact of Negative Social Media Campaigning in the UK's EU Referendum'

PTO for more panels in this session
613: Continuity and Change in Theorizing and Explaining European Integration

Venue: Room 301
Chair: Dr Marta Pachocka
Discussant: Prof Beata Farkas

Prof Jacek Czaputowicz: 'Between the Rock and the Hard Place: the Realist-normativist Dilemma in the EU's Approach to its Neighbours'

Dr Kamil Lawniczak: 'Is 'Practice Turn' Relevant to the Study of Decision-making at the EU Level?'

Dr Anna Visvizi: 'Whatever Happened to Truth and Objectivity... - a Critical Take on the Post-truth Debate in the EU Context'

614: Europe in Collective Memory of the Europeans

Venue: Room 205
Chair: Dr Jacek Kolodziej
Discussant: Dr Jacek Kolodziej

Dr Jolanta Ambrosewicz-Jacobs: 'Between Non-memory and Post-memory of the Holocaust in Poland'

Dr Dariusz Niedźwiedzki: 'Collective Memory and Local Identity - on the Right Not to Remember'

Dr Grzegorz Pozarlik: 'Uses and Abuses of the Past in Legitimization of the Present. Central European Discourse on Collective Identity in Times of Contemporary Refugee Crisis.'

615: German Leadership in EU Foreign Policy I: Potential German Hegemony and the Role of EU Institutions

Venue: Room 306
Chair: Dr Marco Siddi

Ms Inez Freiin von Weitershausen: 'A 'primus inter pares' in EU Foreign Policy? Analysing the Conditions for Germany's Leadership in the European Council'

Dr Adrian Treacher: 'Assessing French and German Approaches towards the EU as an Actor in International Security'

Dr Nicholas Wright: 'No Longer the Elephant Outside the Room: What the Ukraine Crisis Reveals About German Leadership of EU Foreign Policy'
Research Session 7: Tuesday 5 September 2017, 17:00-18:30

701: EU-China/Asia Panel VI: "16+1" I

Venue: Room 206
Chair: Mr Dragan Pavlicevic  
Discussant: Dr Hang Yuan
- Dr Una Aleksandra Berzina Cerenkova: 'China's Normative Offer: the Case of 16+1 Cooperation'
- Dr Malgorzata Jakimow: 'China's New World Order and European Fragmentation: The Ideological Underpinnings of the BRI Success in Central-Eastern Europe'
- Mr Anastas Vangeli: 'Why Anti-communists Praise Beijing? Symbolic Power and 16+1'

702: Brexit as a Strategic Challenge to Europe

Venue: Room 207
Chair: Dr Jaroslaw Szczepanski  
Discussant: Dr Przemyslaw Biskup
- Dr Konrad Jajecznik (Lukasz Lewkowicz): 'Brexit and the Eastern and Central Europe: Comparative Impact Assessment'
- Dr Lee McGowan: 'Bordering Britain after Brexit: Exploring the Case of Northern Ireland'
- Dr Krzysztof Winkler: 'Brexit and the Geo-economics of Europe'

703: Domestic Politics and Member States Effects on EU Trade Policy

Venue: Room 302
Chair Discussant: Dr Daniel Schade
- Dr Johan Adriaensen (Christine Neuhold): 'Shaking the Institutional Foundations: National Parliamentary Involvement in EU Trade Agreements'
- Dr Samantha Velluti: 'Post-Brexit UK and International Trade Agreements'

704: The Law and Practice of Mixed Agreements after the Lisbon Treaty

Venue: Room 505
Chair Discussant: Prof Dr Ramses Wessel
- Dr Merijn Chamon: 'Repercussions of Mixity for the Institutional Balance'
- Dr David Kleimann: 'Reading Opinion 2/15: Standards of Analysis and the Court’s Discretion'
- Mr Guillaume Van der Loo (Ramses A. Wessel): 'The Legal Consequences of Non-ratification of Mixed Agreements'
- Prof Peter Van Elsuwege (Guillaume Van der Loo): 'Mixed Agreements in the Post-Lisbon Era: Obligation or Choice?'

705: Bureaucracy & Identity: Historical Accounts and Comparisons of European Integration

Venue: Room 307
Chair Discussant: Prof Simon Bulmer
- Dr Julian Paenke: 'Facing Crisis: How to Make Sense of an EU-Habsburg Comparison?'
- Dr Stefanie Pukallus: 'European Civil Integration 1951-1972: Why Europe Has Always Been More than a Common Market or aPolitical Undertaking and Why This Matters Today'

PTO for more panels in this session
706: EUFINACCO (CRN) III: Financial Accountability (Institutional and Member State Perspectives)

Venue: Room 401
Chair Discussant: Dr Paul Stephenson


Prof Dr Tatiana Houbenova: 'The Challenges to the Enhancement of the Efficiency of the Protection and Fight Against Fraud with the EU Funds: Bulgaria's Experience since 2007'

Dr Justyna Lacny: 'Breaching Common Values Mentioned in Article 2 TEU: Can Financial Penalties Be Imposed on the EU Member State by the Union Institutions?'

707: Various Dimensions of Euroscepticism in Central and Eastern Europe

Venue: Room 503
Chair: Dr Natasa Styczyńska  Discussant: Prof Vit Hlousek

Dr Karen Henderson: 'The Changing Face of Slovak Euroscepticism'

Dr Petr Kaniok (Vit Hlousek): 'Reaction of the Central European Soft-Eurosceptic Parties to the Brexit Vote'

Dr Natasa Styczyńska (Joanna Orzechowska-Waclawska): 'Euroscepticism à La Polonaise. Visions of Europe after 2015 Parliament Elections'

709: Security Threat or Integration? Societal & Political Answers to the Refugee Crisis

Venue: Room 303
Chair Discussant: Dr Marta Pachocka

Dr Galina Klimova: 'The Impact of Economic Factors and The Shape of Migrant Image in EU'

Dr Malgorzata Kulakowska: 'The Concept of Acculturation and its Policy Implications'

Dr Marcin Rebes: 'Integration and Enculturation in Past and in Future: A Philosophy of Migration.'

Ms Dong Tu: 'Nationalism through National Identity Narratives in Refugee/migrant Crisis: a Comparative Study of French Mainstream Left and Right'

710: Euroscepticism in Times of Crisis

Venue: Room 306
Chair Discussant: Dr Nicholas Startin

Dr Nathalie Brack (Steven Van Hecke & Wouter Wolfs): 'Breaking the Consensus: How Real is the NVA's Eurorealism?'

Ms Verena Brändle (Charlotte Galpin & Hans-Jörg Trenz): 'Opening the Pandora's Box of EU Citizenship: Online Mobilisation During Brexit'

Dr Daniel Keith (Luke March): 'The Radical Left between Left Europeanism and Lexit: the Radical Left's Strategic and Ideological Response to Crisis.'

Dr Annika Werner (Dr. Duncan McDonnell): 'How Important a Driver is Euroscepticism of Radical Right Party Alliances?'

711: The European Union and the Crisis in Ukraine

Venue: Room 105
Chair Discussant: Dr Natalia Chaban

Ms Olga Burlyuk: 'Culture in EU External Relations: the What, the How and the Why in the Case of Ukraine'

Mr Kristian Nielsen: 'Fatal Attraction: Ukraine, EU Soft Power and the Capability-expectations Gap'

Ms Tatsiana Shaban: 'The European Union (EU) Foreign Policy Change towards its Eastern Neighbours: the Crisis in Ukraine.'
712: EU's Responses to the Crises in the European Public Sphere II

Venue: Room 301
Chair: Prof Alina Bargaoanu
Discussant: Mrs Eveline Marasoiu

Dr Katarzyna Andrejuk: 'Europeanisation of Media Discourse? Brexit Discourses in the Polish Press'
Dr Flavia Durach (Loredana Radu): 'A Qualitative Inquiry into How Europe is Narrated in the Context of the "Brexit"'
Dr Jozef Niznik: 'The Awaking of the European Public Sphere amid the Crisis'

713: Learning from the Eurozone Crisis? Institutions & Institutional design

Venue: Room 404
Chair: Dr Stella Ladi
Discussant: Dr Stella Ladi

Mr Dimitrios Argyroulis: "An Opportunity to Enhance the Cohesion of the Eurozone?": The Greek Sovereign Debt Crisis as a Negative Lesson'
Prof Ivo Maes: 'Dreamers or Cassandras? Intellectuals and the Design of European Monetary Union'
Dr Giuseppe Montalbano: 'The Transnational Financial Industry and the Politics of the Capital Market Union in the EU'

714: Institutional Scrutiny of Foreign Policy I

Venue: Room 106
Chair: Dr Evangelos Fanoulis
Discussant: Dr Evangelos Fanoulis

Mrs Alexandra Athanasopoulou Köpping: 'Toward a Model of Parliamentary Diplomacy in the European Parliament'
Dr Julia Schmidt: 'Accountability for European Military Crisis Management Operations'

Read papers online at uaces.org/krakow-papers
Research Session 8: Wednesday 6 September 2017, 09:30-11:00

803: Assessing the Impact of Brexit on the Political and Economic Structures Across the Island of Ireland

Venue: Room 402
Chair Discussant: Dr Lee McGowan

Dr Katy Hayward: 'The Spectre of a Hard Border is Far from Being Just an Irish Problem, it is a European Issue'
Dr Patrick Holden: 'Altered Gravities: Ireland, Brexit and Structural Power'
Dr Mary Murphy: 'Northern Ireland and Brexit: An Opportunity to Consolidate the Peace Process?'
Prof David Phinnemore: 'Addressing the Challenges of Brexit in [Northern] Ireland: Options for Territorial Differentiation'

804: Energy Security and the European Union

Venue: Room 401
Chair Discussant: To Be Confirmed

Dr Sila Turac Baykara: 'Should Natural Gas Supply Be Securitized in EU- Russia Energy Politics?'
Dr Hang Yuan: 'Production of Renewable Energy in the European Union as a Stimulator of Social Activity and Entrepreneurship'

805: Post Accession Conditionality and the 2007 Member States

Venue: Room 404
Chair Discussant: Dr Karen Henderson

Dr Eli Gateva: 'Reforming the Judiciary and Fighting Corruption: Lessons Learnt from EU's Cooperation and Verification Mechanism'
Prof Dr Tatiana Houbenova: 'The Challenges to the Enhancement of the Efficiency of the Protection and Fight Against Fraud with the EU Funds: Bulgaria's Experience Since 2007'

806: Between Tabooization and Problem-soliving in Contemporary EUEurope

Venue: Room 207
Chair Discussant: Dr Christian Schweiger

Prof Beata Farkas: 'Preservation of the Community Acquis: Tabooization or Problem Solving? - the Case of the Free Movement of Labour'
Dr Boglárka Koller: 'The Re-defined "we" in the Visegrad Countries'
Dr Anna Visvizi (Marta Pachocka): 'There Are No Easy Answers to These Questions...: Rethinking Migration, Solidarity, Integration'

807: Challenges Related to the EU's Multilevel Governance and Administrative Framework I

Venue: Room 206
Chair: Dr Mariolina Eliantonio
Discussant: Dr Merijn Chamon

Mr Florin Conman-Kund: 'Legal Safeguards and Individual Protection Regarding International Exchanges of Personal DataAccording to the New Europol Regulation'
Dr Emmanuelle Mathieu (Michael W. Bauer): 'Political Trust and Bottom-up Litigation in the EU'
Dr Miroslava Scholten: 'Shared Enforcement in the EU: Features and Challenges'
808: Environmental Policy Learning in Europe: Empirical Puzzles and Conceptual Advances

Venue: Room 301
Chair: Dr Kai Oppermann Discussant: Dr Alexander Bürgin

Mr Francis McGowan: 'Undoing by Learning? Explaining the Evolution of European Renewable Policies Since the Financial Crisis'
Dr Tim Rayner: 'Learning from Boundary Work? The Evolving UK Government Approach to Communicating Climate Change'
Dr Andrea Schapper: 'From the Local to the Global: Learning About Human Rights Effects of Climate Policies'

810: The Role of Trust in the European Integration Process.

Venue: Room 503
Chair Discussant: Prof Michael H Smith

Prof Attila Agh: 'Trust in the Political Elite of the New Member States. The Divergence between East-Central Europe and the Baltic States'
Mr Jeffrey Maslanik: 'Contested Realities: the Common European Asylum System and the Member States'
Dr Karolina Pomorska: 'Trust, but Verify? Mapping out Trust in the European Diplomatic Community'
Prof Ariadna Ripoll Servent: 'A New Form of Delegation in EU Asylum: Agencies as Proxies of Strong Regulators'

811: Justice and Home Affairs in the Fading EU

Venue: Room 303
Chair Discussant: Dr Pawel Frankowski

Prof Dr Hartmut Aden: 'Tracking Technology, Privacy and Accountability: Regulatory Challenges in the EU'
Dr Raphael Bossong: 'Saving Schengen at All Costs? Advances and Dilemmas in EU Border Security'
Prof Artur Gruszczak: 'Schengen in the Fading EU: Mobility and Security as Challenges to European Integration'

812: The Politics and Economics of Brexit

Venue: Room 105
Chair Discussant: Prof Jonathan Joseph

Prof Simon Bulmer (Scott James): 'Negotiating Brexit: Unpacking the Domestic Politics of Brexit'
Prof Dr Joachim Schild (Ulrich Krotz): 'Shifts in Power and Influence: Franco-German-British Relations in a Post-Brexit EU.'
Dr Kathryn Simpson: 'Making Sense of Brexit: The Implications for Domestic Social Policy'
Prof Richard Whitman: 'The UK and EU Foreign, Security and Defence Policy after Brexit: Integrated, Associated or Detached?'

814: Institutional Scrutiny of Foreign Policy II

Venue: Room 106
Chair Discussant: Prof Christopher Hill

Dr Daniel Schade: 'The IPC on CFSP/CSDP: An Adequate Tool for the Parliamentary Scrutiny of the EU's Security Policy?'
Dr Stelios Stavridis: 'Drones and Targeted Killings: what Role for EU Parliamentary Scrutiny?'

Read papers online at uaces.org/krakow-papers
Research Session 9: Wednesday 6 September 2017, 11:30-13:00

901: EU-China/Asia Panel VII: 16+1 II
Venue: Room 306
Chair: Dr Una Aleksandra Berzina Cerenkova
Discussant: Dr Tomasz Kaminski
Mr Dragan Pavlicevic: 'The Politics of Fear and Hope: The Representations of China as a Threat and an Opportunity and in Central and Eastern Europe'
Dr Lilei Song: 'Multilateral rather than bilateral: Sub-Regional Cooperation of China and Central and Eastern European Countries'
Dr Hang Yuan: 'Dreams and Realities in the China-CEECs Relations: the Case of Poland'

902: Trade as Foreign Policy: Impacts, Challenges and Institutions
Venue: Room 402
Chair Discussant: Dr Maria Garcia
Dr Katharina Meissner: 'Liberalization, Political Contestation and the EU's Trade Agreements'
Dr Daniel Schade: 'Tightening the Decision-making Knot: The Difficult Prioritisation of EU Negotiations'
Prof Michael H Smith: 'Trade Policy and Foreign Policy in the European Union: Towards Joined-up Policy-Making?'

903: Delegation, Control and Discretion in the EU
Venue: Room 303
Chair Discussant: Dr Johan Adriaensen
Prof Tom Delreux (Johan Adriaensen): 'Twenty Years of Principal-agent Studies and the EU: Trends, Achievements and Pitfalls'
Miss Daniela Kroll: 'Who Decides in Legislative Decision-Making? When the European Council Limits the Zone of Discretion of the Council of the EU in the Legislative Process'
Mr François Randour: 'Does Parliamentary Scrutiny Matter? The Autonomy of Federal Executives in the Council Vis-à-vis their Regional and National Parliaments'

904: EU-induced Environmental Policy Learning in Turkey
Venue: Room 401
Chair Discussant: Dr Alexander Bürgin
Prof Savas Zafer Sahin: 'From Global Environmental Policy Learning to Non-Learning: The Trajectory of Sustainable Urban Development Policy in Turkey'
Mrs S. Duygu Sever Mehmetoglu: 'Turkey’s Nuclear Energy Policy in the Context of Environment: A Case of Europeanization?'
Prof Vakur Sumer: 'Norm Diffusion Pathways in the Process of EU Accession Negotiations: The Case of Turkey’s Harmonization with Water Framework Directive and Policy Networks'

905: Questioning European & National Identities
Venue: Room 106
Chair Discussant: Dr Jozef Niznik
Dr Marita Brcic Kuljis: 'The New Politics of Cultural Pluralism in EU A Prerequisite of Stability and Justice'
Mr Luigi Cino (Maria Giovanna Sessa): 'EU Citizenship Perception and Attitudes Toward Globalization: A Study on the Italian Public Opinion'
Dr Kjetil Duvold: 'European Values under Attack? Post-Accession Attitudes in Central and Eastern Europe'
906: Political Actors in Divided Societies: Small Scale Research on Diversity

Venue: Room 105
Chair Discussant: Dr Timofey Agarin
- Mr Petr Cermak: 'Ethno-territoriality and Prospects for Peace after Ethnic Conflict: Towards Locally Focussed Research on the Western Balkans'
- Ms Cera Murtagh: 'Setting the Agenda for Research on Diversity'
- Ms Aleksandra Zdeb: 'Non-ethnic Parties and Social Movements in Divided Cities in Comparative Perspective'

908: Is the EU Speaking with One Voice?

Venue: Room 207
Chair Discussant: Prof Ben Tonra
- Dr Nicola Chelotti: 'The Socialization Effect of EU Membership on Foreign Policy Preferences: Evidence from Debates in the United Nations'
- Dr Evangelos Fanoulis: 'The EU in the UN and the Syrian Crisis: Talking with One Voice?'

910: Challenges Related to the EU's Multilevel Governance and Judicial Protection (Part II)

Venue: Room 206
Chair: Dr Nikos Vogiatzis
- Dr Reka Friedery: 'Strengthening European Identity? The Non-Judicial Procedure of the EU Ombudsman'
- Dr Jasper Krommendijk: 'Challenges in the Multi-level Legal Order: is the Preliminary Ruling Procedure and Cooperation between Judges Still Functioning Smoothly?'
- Dr Bas van Bockel: 'Judicial Protection and Coordination of Legal Responses in Shared Enforcement of EU Law: the Case of the SSMR'
- Dr Sabrina Wirtz (Mariolina Eliantonio): 'The Authorization of Pharmaceuticals in the EU - Composite Administration and Questions of Judicial Accountability'

Read papers online at uaces.org/krakow-papers
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Errata

Panel 101  Miguel Otero-Iglesias’ paper has been moved to panel 601.
Panel 108  Gustavo Mueller’s paper has been added to this panel from panel 305.
Panel 110  Tomas Maltby’s paper has been withdrawn.
Panel 114  Attila Agh’s paper has been withdrawn.
Panel 210  Eli Gateva’s paper from panel 805 has been added to this panel.
Panel 215  This panel has been swapped with panel 305. Natasja Reslow’s paper remains in panel 215.
Panel 305  This panel has been swapped with panel 215. Gustavo Mueller’s paper has been moved to panel 108.
Panel 404  Now contains Antonio Calcara and Anna Maria Friis Kristensen’s papers from panel 503.
Panel 408  Peter Marton has updated the title of his paper: “Explaining the CETA outcome: Searching for legitimacy in all the wrong places”.
Panel 414  Giacomo Benedetto’s paper has been withdrawn from this panel.
Panel 503  Brexit and Security II has been merged with panel 404. This panel has now collapsed.
Panel 515  Sebastian Fuchs’ paper has been withdrawn from the conference.
Panel 603  Xinchuchu Gao’s paper ‘Do Supranationalist Approaches Offer a Better Explanation of Growing European Cooperation in Trade in Services that Liberal Intergovernmentalist Approaches?’ has been added to this panel.
Evelyn Coremans’ paper has been withdrawn from this panel.
Panel 601  Miguel Otero-Iglesias’ paper has been added to this panel from panel 101.
Panel 611  Francesco Violi’s paper has been withdrawn from this panel.
Panel 715  Book Panel: A critical discussion of 'The European Research Council’ will take place in room 402, Go to: www.uaces.org/nontraditionals for more information.
Panel 804  Hang Yuan’s paper has been withdrawn from the conference.
Panel 805  The panel has been withdrawn and Eli Gateva’s paper moved to panel 210.
Panel 810  Attila Agh’s paper has been withdrawn from the conference.
Panel 908  Jonathan Joseph’s paper ‘Resilience as an Emergent European Project’ has been added to this panel.
Panel 909  Panel 909 ‘Moving (too) Fast or Going Nowhere? The Constitutional Politics of Europe’s Multinational States’ will take place in room 404.
Chair/Discussant: John O’Brennan
Paper-giver: Paul Anderson
“Between Autonomy and Secession: Where Next for Catalonia and Spain?”
Paper-giver: Tomasz Czapiewski
“Where Will It End? Towards a New Scottish Devolution Settlement in the Aftermath of Brexit”
Paper-giver: Soeren Keil
“Bosnia and Herzegovina: Constitutional Politics in a ‘State of Minorities”